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Words always enticed me in various ways. Being a Marwari Jain and
growing up in various places, I encountered many variation of
languages besides Hindi, Pail, Prakrit, Sanskrit and tribal culture.
Maya, MAyA, MAhi, Narmada, Arawali, Thar, were among few words
whose Sanskrit etymology didn’t satisfy me. I always thought who
were those people who left the region, left their traces but took the
language with them?

My grand mother
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Later, I got better understanding of the ancients’ world and their
business of livelihood when I did twenty years of research and study
that included ancient Indian literature, world mythology, anthropology,
world civilizations and the nature of languages for the ambitious
historical novel “Pashupati”.
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That’s always the case when a race lost so did the gods. People who
lived behind mixed with a new language and culture but follow old
customs but with new meanings. Origin became faint as a star on the
evening horizon. I settled over those “my ancients”. Until, I came
across the Karen people of Burma during one of my new writing
project.

Helen a legendry dancer
Immigrated from Burma
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Their story of a boar whose tusk their founding father had
broken and the crossing of the river that flows with sand
caught my attention.
Another point of interest was that the Karen find their way
through the jungle at night by means of the stars. the Great
Bear is called Sha k' thaw, literally ‘the Elephant’. The Pole
Star, is called ‘the Mouse’. A star near the moon, which they
describe as the star that draws the moon is called , sha mo la.

https://www.pixcove.com/
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The most striking story of the broken tusk
The traditions of the Karen clearly indicate that they have not always lived
in their present home. They lived in some unknown land to the North. The
mythical founder of the Karen race, “Thaw Meh Pa," killed a great boar
who ravaged their fields. But when the sons went to bring in the carcass,
they could find only one tusk which had been broken off in the fray. The
old man made a comb out of this, which surprised them all by its power of
conveying eternal youth to all who used it.
Soon their country became overpopulated, and they set out to seek a new
and better land. They crossed a river called in Karen "Thi Seh Meh Ywa."
The Karen name of the river means "river flowing with sand. Later they
reach Burma. They call themselves ‘Kayin’ and don’t know the origin of
the word.

One ornament peculiar to a Karen is the boar's tusk comb, such as their
ancestor, "Thaw Meh Pa," made after he had killed the mythical boar. This
is worn behind the ear, hanging down as a sort of earring. This is made of
strips of the outer shell of the bamboo.
A Karen youth with his harp. A boar
tusk comb hangs behind down his ear.
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After a detail study of the Karen culture, religion, traditions and
language from all available material, I was struck with an awe what a
journey and what a preservation!
With their customs and traditions, at once I felt like I am at my
destination. I found significant clues that relate the Karen with the
Indus people. Many traditions clad into philosophical and sophisticated
meanings are in fact had their primitive origins that I was searching for
a long time. I found their origin, besides the etymologies of those
words in the Karen language that always made me think about my
ancients.
.

Narmada: a desolate wilderness, many bends of
stream where wild animals assemble

My grand mother’s necklace was
removable!

N: a desolate, uninhabited wilderness; used to
denote the separate parts or intervals of things, as
the bends of streams, r: many, maw: a place
where wild animals assemble.
MAyA: I make myself
ma: me myself, ya: make
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The concept of k'la and K’sa
The Karen are animistic, nature worshipers. They pray and
offer sacrifice to appease the divines, demons and spirits
because they believe most of the them are malevolent. The
Karen assigned a lord k’sa to every mountain and river,
every utensil and object about the house and the animals
out of-doors with separate ghosts.

The k'la, is the the force that keeps one alive and well.
the k'la is the life principle (shade) of every human
being. it is immortal. It is neither good nor bad, but is
merely that which gives life to mortality. When it lives
human dies. They believe there are many mortal and
immortal evil spirits who can influence humans at
various times and places and steel the k'la.

There are two supreme gods who control the destiny of humans and events. "Mu khe" (mu:
the sun, khe: heavenly body) and "Thi k’sa kaw ksa” (thi: water, kaw: earth, ksa: lord)
Offerings that are required to appease these beings in the order of—a buffalo, next, an ox,
and finally, a chicken and a pig.

Among the Karen, after any ritual it is customary to
tie a cotton spun string on the wrist so gods know
who performed the offering and protect the k’la.

Kalava: sacred thread tied on the
wrist that now a days a common
scene in India.
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Belief, Rituals
They keep record of the time. It was 739 BC when they settled in the
new homeland Burma.
They have legends that their culture was once great. They believe they
once had a written language which somehow disappeared.
They believe there are seven heavens and seven earths.
The first mountain that was created was Lwie-nya ; and the first rivers
formed were La-ko-meu, Lie-la-sho, and Mai-e. The river Lie-la-sho
had its sources among the mountains of Eako-sho.

No important measure is undertaken, till a favorable
response has been obtained from the fowl's bones.
There are many distinctions known only to the elders.
They put a piece of bamboo through the hole of a
chicken bone, and read the bones based on how the
wood comes out
The left thigh bone: mi : the jungle
jungle The right thigh bone : has : the house

Wrist tying ceremony: Traditionally the festival takes place at the time
of the August full moon, when the Karen tie white threads around the
wrists to ward off illness and keep the k'la safe.

Raksha bandhan in India during the full
moon in August
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The Indus Realm of the Seals and the Karen Gods
The Gods of the Seasons and the Horn deity
seal
‘Law Phu’ and ‘Kh De’ are the gods who
regulate seasons ." The "Law" is also regarded
as the source of the fructifying power in all
plants and trees. Sign: Second from the left:
Chicken bone divination sign
The Spirit of the Banyan tree and the rhinoceros
Seals
One of the deity, "Mu Khe Khlu," is the guardian
spirit of the banyan tree . According to the Karen
legends, the guardian spirit rides rhinoceros when
searching for the "k’las" of human beings. Any person
who kills one of these animals arouses the enmity of
the spirit.
Sign: Second from the left: Chicken bone divination
sign
The great Elephant and The elephant seals
For the sick family member the ceremony is
performed the demigods of "Plu", and the Great
Elephant ("Tado k' the, tado k'saw")
Occult: make the figure of an elephant in wax
with a land-leech for a proboscis and place on
another person's premises for the purpose of
drawing lightning to destroy his property.

water-witches ("Na thi") and the ghosts
of tyrants ("Tret' kha") Besides gods and
demigods there are many other waterwitches and the ghosts of tyrants that dwell
in the jungles who are always in a mood to
steel the K’la. They can take any form they
want. There is a race of giants, known as
"Daw t'ka," and "Ta na," that feed on the
"k'las" of mortals. The ghosts of wicked
men who have been unjust rulers, or who
have suffered death at the hands of justice
for their crimes. They are regarded as
taking the forms of birds and beasts; and
when persons dream of elephants, horses,
dogs, vultures. There are various offerings
to satisfy this witches and ghosts.
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The Bgha Ceremony and the tiger ritual seals

•

•

Although Mu Khe is divine and celestial and can’t be
portrayed. The Mu khe in the form of the Bgha - the
family spirits is the protector of the house and the K’lathe life principle. The Karen, declare that fornication,
adultery, and incest anger the family spirits more than
any other offenses.
Once aroused, a family "Bgha" will assume the form of a
tiger or snake and wait for its victims, in order to destroy
the "k'las" of the offenders and other inhabitants of their
village.

•

•

All the family must unite for an earnest prayer to avert
any further calamities. The Karen do three kind of
ceremony that are called the Bgha ceremony. The "Bgha"
is supposed to be satisfied with the "k' la" of the
sacrifices.
(*Bgha is called Bagh, Nahar, Vagh in many parts of
India. The Mu Khe is probably a goddess.)

The grandmother or the eldest female in the direct line of the family is the high priestess at the "Bgha" feast of the whole
family. Number seven is very important. It represents seven Kala, seven generations of ancestors, seven havens and
earths.
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The Lord of the Earth and Water: The Seated
deity and the bull seal
Thi ksa kaw ksa” (thi: water, kaw: earth, ksa: lord) is one
of the supreme gods who controls the destiny of human and
events.
It is to his powers that the Karen tribes make a periodic
sacrifice or the great sacrifice of bull, ordinarily once in
three years, but when the crops fail because of their sins, as
they think, as often as once a year.
Kalsh

Women with a water pot
an auspicious sign

All major animals on various seals are around the deity.
Above the horn crown a water pot with a dot –water and
earth- that divided the writing.
We are still water worshiper!

Tilak: Land and water
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The Underplaying Language of Indus
The Karen language, along with their origins, has long
puzzled linguists and other social scientists. The
Karen languages and culture are also considered
unusual for not having any Chinese influence. They are
unusual among the Sino-Tibetan languages in having a
subject–verb–object word order. The Karen language
is a smooth, rolling language sometimes referred to as
the French of Asia. The Sgaw dialect has six different
tones.
The Karen language is monosyllabic and tonal. I
explored the language to find words that have relation
with the topography of India. I prepared a list of words.
That’s interesting know that many times a word stand
for god and commerce and honor.

Thar: . ‘Thaw’, salt, a respectful, title address. ‘r’ means ancient
kingdom, many, lots of it, Rukhada tree, Desert teak or Marwar
teak. There are salt mines and lakes in Thar and salt was mined from
there.
Maru: Meh means sand. r means lot’s of it. It becomes Maru or
Mar Bhumi.
That’s Thar Maru (The Thar Desert)
Maya: Ma me myself, Ya: make: so Maya and MAyA: I make myself
E la: lah: moon, ee: the celestial one. Ila was the mother of the moon
race:
Bra: person, old human:
Mehta : Mehta last name found in India which means chief. In
Hindi, Gujrati, Rajsthani etc. respectful title is added at the end.
Saw, Gaw are also a respectful title for the head. The Karen use it
before the noun. ‘Thaw Meh Pa’ the mythical founder of the Karen
race: Thaw a respectful title address. It is use before name. Meh:
old, learned etc., Pa is a father, so thaw meh is Mehta
Turban: Rajasthan: Pag, Pagdi, Safa. Karen: La Pha

Phul: God of the
seasons: law:god, pho :
flower, fruit: that is Phul
phal in Hindi and many
languages but to make
this word god we now say
Phal Dev!

Sathiya: Seven line of generation of
ancestors are called saw thi in Karen.
Swastika is called satihya in Malwa,
Rajasthan. Swastika stand for the continuity
of progeny.

*I watched several YouTube videos of Karen, Persian, Panjabi music and dance to compare tone.
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The Seal of a City

Analysis:
Jar with dot in the middle seperates two words. A
The seated deity had a horn crown that looks like the buffalo horn.
symbol of the lord of the water and earth. Left So
There is logo syllabicscript above the deity's head. There are five signs: reading of the script would be
(the Karen words as I found in the dictionary by J. Wade)
jar: goh, thi, (g, th)
swe ni nay goh, or th
fish: ny:
Or
jar: with a dot,
th or goh na ni swe
horn: ni, overpower, able ,
crab: swe

My best guess for the Seal “ Sweni or Gana Niswe Under the blessings
of the lord of the earth and water.”
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Dholavira sign

Analysis:
Enclosed sun rays, ( hammer or element?), flower hibscus,
enclosed sun, square, cross bow, stick, enclosed sun (2)
crab
1. The sun, Divine (muse: the rising sun?): mu. or and wi
as prophet
2. hammer or element?
3. Hibiscus flower: sawgh phu,
4. square: khu.
5.Crossbow or a cross : thaw.
6. cane, stick: ghay.
7.crab: saiw

mu -_? pho sawgh kh thaw kale ghay mu meh saiw
Or
wi -_? pho sawgh kh thaw kale ghay wi wow saiw
The enlighten one, strong like hammer, beautiful and soft like a
hibiscus flower, guard of the two lands, warrior, ruler, the face of the
sun Saiw

A prayer and a praise dedicated to the king Swe , the ruler of Sweni!
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The Unicorn Seal
Mee tha: Got a name
A loved one dead and gone as forefathers
rise out of an old into a new.

The Unicorn Seal: The Karen Funeral Ceremony and Belief

The Karen wrap the dead body in a bamboo mat. They provide a canopy for a cool
and shady journey to its next abode. The Karen are fond of supposing their deceased
parents have become “the mukhe: the celestial one”
The following words are spoken: "Chew your betel. Smoke your cigar. May your body
eat, and may your 'k'la' eat as well. Do not take the path leading into the forest. Return
to your resting-place and your pleasant home."
A image of tree with six branches and one total seven is dedicated. The tree signifies
the primeval jungle and seven lines of families descended from one original stock.
The Karen people think of the realm of death as quite the reverse of this world.
They beat the drum.
They sing a song called ‘Tha’
“On the other side of the great river
The apes call loudly to each other and cry.
They cry, 'tis said, because death comes so readily:
Men vanish like water rolling from the caladium leaf
They enter life suddenly and die quickly.
One by one they tread in the steps of God's sons.
They return whence they came as attendants of God;
They spread their mat and roll cigars.“
The dead, who faces toward the ridge-pole

After the cremation, they collect the relics (beads, combs etc) and
deposits them to a burial-place.

There are terms that I found in the dictionary by J. Wade. Under: ny ah
ny ah: the dead returned to the invisible world
in the inner or invisible region
the country of the dead is in the inner, invisible, region
the prophet descended and beheld the things invisible world
it is in the box, in the basket
the horse of the other world
In the demonology the traverser of the heavens
tat su: a kind of canopy overspread with new garments used at funeral
ceremonies.
thaw: figure of a tree offered in a funeral ceremony, change, rise out of
an old into a new

Karen insignia

Karen cigar pipes

An analysis of the Unicorn Seal:
Unicorn motif, was closely linked with the Indus
ideology. Almost 70% seals have Unicorn motif.
There is a bull and with a horse looking face with one
horn.
“Ascended from the earth ( done his work as a bull) to
the Land of the Mu Khe”

Conclusion: The
Unicorn seal is
a Mee tha seal in
the memory of
a dead.

A betel box, water joint, a mat given for the journey.
Funeral rites are different for an unmarried man.
A bridegroom makes a horn of a tusk for his
marriage that he blows as they reach to bride’s
village.
Tusk have a relation with Thaw meh pa’s story!
Joining him in the other world !

Image courtesy: Jagdish Chandra

A hidden Bhil shrine where they offer horse
image.

In the memory of forefathers: Gaatha stones: Jhabua

Image courtesy: Namit Arora

Found in a home wall in Dholavira. The prayer and a tree image
between two camels that’s how the Karen tree is drawn in the funeral
ceremony. It is noteworthy that at the bottom four step geometric
design and the sun at the top.
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My Trail Map

Meghwal and Kutch tribes: known for their embroidery
and weaving.
Bhil still practice same method of bead making and Agate
searching.
Potters of Rajasthan to Malwa use same technique and
follow old customs. Including sacrifice to Bhainsasur.
Tribes in Baster uses same old wax technique.
Tribal girls in Orissa make same kind of hair bun as in the
statue of the Dancing girl.
The Karen use same methods of weaving and embroidery
and they are known according to the color of the color they
wear.
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Many faces of
Harappans

The Fall of the City State
Indus traders had long history of trade with Sumer and Crete by
land and sea. There was export of beads, cotton, salt, and
agriculture products. The Karen were one of many clans who
were living in the Indus valley. Later wars from the western and
northern front, economic and environmental factors caused mass
migrations of various artisan and craft worker. They were not
learned enough to start a new city. They became nothing but
orphans.

Conclusion
Earlier scholars thought that the Karen came across the Gobi desert, but later that assumption was
left. In J. Wade’s dictionary I didn’t find any word for snow. I believe that the Karen from the
lower Indus, crossed the Thar desert Luni river or Phalguni river near Gaya . Mt.Eksho is Mt.Riksh
ancient name of the Vidhyachal. River Mahi is called Mai also. Mt. Lwie-nya could be arawali.
While walking towards east, eventually they encountered thick forest and reach where they are
now. In that journey they lost their “book”. The story of the lost book or letters is found in many
tribes in the region between Yamuna to Irrawaddy. Munda, Santali etc.
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We have several nodes stranded in the region, but we miss the Harappan Symphony. Who
was the conductor? Who were the players? Alas a never ending trail, I found something
small now looking for someone bigger. It is essential to study the Karen literature to find
unspoken history of the Indus because Indian literature was under the influence of many
races who migrated into India and most of the local customs became “civilized”. I open
my arms and reaching to the world if we can find names of our ancestors written on Mee
tha!

Namste
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Some more Facts about the Karen
Marriages are arranged. They believe marriages are set in
the havens. A Karen couple who want to marry against the
wishes of their parents just have to disappear into the
forest for one night, and when they return in the morning
the village will organize their immediate marriage.
Marriages are prohibited during ‘Mal’ month which occurs
mostly in November-December.
They have a strong belief in sexual morality, and severe
punishments for those who break their laws.
Husband and wife don’t call each other by name. Husband
is called ‘ve’. It is interesting that after they have first child
they address each other by the child’s name.
When a Karen is about to do anything, if he happens to
sneeze on the occasion, it is considered a bad omen, and
the thing commenced is avoided at once; hence its
application to evil.
The Karen people’s bronze drum are famous. They beat
drum to please the lord of land. They have frog rain song.
They beat drum for every occasion including funerals.
Their songs are called “Tho da” .Men and women both
love for music and play harp. They sing in very soft and
sweet voice. Young lovers sing and make poetry.
The main religious leaders are the village headman and the
eldest women in the main matrilineage line

A common Karen greeting is Aw mee wee lee
ar– “Have you finished eating?”
They are good Elephant driver and hunter.
A curious tradition of moving out from the
village: When a headman dies. The death of the
headman led to a lineal breakdown into
branches. Because in Karen society the nuclear
family is the primary social unit, his death means
the disappearance of the pivot of the lineage.
The departure of the residents from the village
followed; some joined another village, and some
established their own village with a new
headman-usually the son of the late headman.
They are the only ethnic group in northern
Thailand who have a tradition of growing paddy
rice in the valleys, and are the most productive
farmers.
A super natural being called "T'nu" will come to exterminate the
wicked. He is represented as going about with a huge crossbow.
A beautiful female name ‘Saro’ would destroy wicked.
.
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